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Abstract
This is a study on manzuma; its attributes and roles for Wollo Muslim Community. The data collected was part of the six month participant observation for my PhD work entitled ‘Ethnography of Communication of the Amharic Speaking Muslim Community of Wollo’. The first section illustrates the features of manzuma which mark it as a distinctive genre of its own kind. The basic features of lexical set, script, content, accompanying instruments, rhyme and rhythm. The second section states about the different functions of manzuma. It explores the roles of manzuma in the speech community with reference to the situation, setting/scene and the participants. Menzuma is used for different purposes in Wollo. It is part of cultural, religious and artistic rituals and performances. It is a tool for prayer, religious chant, cultural music, historic narrative, medication and so on. The people of Wollo are accustomed to expressing their culture, history, love, and overall lives through poetry and music. Songs and Menzuma are typical lifestyles of the Wollo society.
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Introduction
Wollo is one of the historically and culturally rich places in Ethiopia. There are different significant values in Wollo that waits research. Historically, both Christianity and Islam have lived for long in Wollo. Of the entire Amhara region, Wollo is where a large number of Muslims live. Wollo is a place where people of different ethnic groups, beliefs and cultures are believed to have coexisted peacefully.

The four musical melodies of Ethiopia, Anchihoyelene, Tizita, Bati, and Ambasel, are found in Wollo. Tizita was known as Wollo before it was renamed as such. The melodies are named after the names of places of Wollo. This shows that the people are accustomed to expressing their culture, history, love, and overall lives through music. Songs and Menzuma are typical lifestyles of the Wollo society. The place of Music and Menzuma is recited in the next poem.

"ände bāzāňunu 'ände bāmānzuma once with music once with Menzuma, sīywādds ywolall yāfqqn zema. He commemorates love rhythms.

Menzuma is a genre of music composed for the performance of religious ceremonies. Menzuma is a major artistic work performed by Wollo ‘Ulemas’ (Muslim religious scholars). The people of Wollo have used Menzuma for many years for different purposes. They use it for prayer, teaching their religion, to preserve their culture, to teach moral values, used as traditional medicine and to document history. Among the well-known Wollo Menzuma performers in Wollo are Sheikh Husen Jibril, the Arsi Emebet (Yejuje), the Mersa Aba Getye, the Guna Nigus (Yejuje), the Dessie’s Tengego Sheikh and the recent Sheikh Mohammed Awol. These people are known even outside of Wollo by their Menzuma chants. Menzuma as an art and cultural performance is a great contribution to both the academic and the social world. The university could contribute by promoting investigations about Menzuma to enhance “Collaborated Efforts towards Preserving Endangered Indigenous Arts”.

Study Objective

It is the purpose of this study to explore the functions and features of Manzuma as a significant communicative event in the Muslim Community of Wollo.

Specifically, this study aims to
• Identify the marking features of Manzuma that identifies it as a genre of its own kind.
• Illustrate the functions that Manzuma serve for the Muslim Community of Wollo.

Methodology
The Manzumas of Shekh Hussen Geta, Shekh Husein Jibril, Shekh Muhammed Awol, Shekh Ahmed Yasin, Unanimous Abegar (Female as well as male Manzuma leader) and Jano are taken for the analysis of this study. Data on the role of Manzuma for the Wollo Muslim community was collected through participant observation in the target community. Interviewing, participant observation and discussion result in identifying the functions of Manzuma for the speech group in question. For the analysis, Dell Hymes’ analysis of discourse of speaking was employed. This study analyzes Manzuma from its artistic value as a genre and cultural and social value as a social practice for the target community.

The distinctive features of Manzuma
Menzuma is a genre of music composed for the performance of religious ceremonies.
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religious ceremonies. Manzuma poem is a distinct genre in Islamic prayers [1]. It is an Ethiopian Islamic devotional chant to praise and honour Allah and the Prophet. Manzuma is a Zikr the major objective of which is to praise and honour Allah and the Prophet. It is a very common melodic panegyric for the Muslim Community of Wollo.

The features of Manzuma that makes it a genre in its own right are briefly discussed in this section. By features, we mean the marks that identify Manzuma as a distinct, marked and non-casual communicative event that holds on to a serious and significant purpose.

Among the many features that mark manzuma as a distinct genre include the lexical set, extensive use of code-mixing and code-switching, in-group code, ajemi script, distinct melody, its own chorus, distinct rhyme and rhythm, its own instrument, poetic and distinctive discourse. These marking features of especially Wollo Menzuma will be briefly discussed in the subsequent sections.

**Lexical set:** The Wollo Amharic Menzuma has its own lexical stock. The stock of lexicon or words used in Wollo Amharic Menzuma are found to be Amharic, Oromifa and Arabic which is the typical attribute of the Amharic dialect of Wollo.

**Arabic loan words:** There are many Arabic loan words used in Manzuma verses. In fact, sometimes the Arabic words outweigh the Amharic words especially when the topic is religious concept.

For example: In Shekh Ahmed Yasin Menzuma we find

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﷲ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﻌﻠﻢ</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﻤﺪ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Prophet Muhammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﺤﻠぺ</td>
<td>Peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﷲ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Name of Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻋﺎﻟﻤﻨﺎﷲ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Name of Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﺤﻘـ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Truth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these verses, the majority of the words are borrowed from Arabic. Many of them are not understood by the common people. A great deal of borrowed words is used in Manzuma. Some of the most common borrowed words from Arabic include the following Table 1.

**Amharic variety of Wollo:** In Wollo Menzuma, there are many words that are the regional Wollo variety Amharic. Some of them are shown in Table 2.

**Oromifa loan words:** A great deal of Oromifa loan words are also common in wollo manzuma. Some of the most common words include in Table 3.

The majority of the loan words do exist in the everyday language of the Muslim Community of Wollo. But not all borrowed words are there in the in-group code. There are also those borrowed words (especially from Arabic) that only the scholars understand. These words are not translated because they felt that to explain Islamic concepts, Arabic is just the only sufficient language.

**Code mixing and code switching:** There are different functions served by code-switching and code-mixing in each speech group. Ethnographic description recognizes this phenomenon as a dimension of communicative competence [2].

There is an extensive code mixing and code switching between Arabic and Amharic in Menzuma. Pure Amharic detached from Arabic mixing is never used in Wollo Menzuma. In fact, this is true of all communicative events of the Muslim community of Wollo. They deliberately mix extensive Arabic expressions at mainly word and sentence level.

As the speech community justify such a use, Amharic is not sufficient to explain Islam. Nor is any other language than Arabic. Mixing Arabic with the local code is used as an accommodation method to empower the local code to explain Islam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﷲ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﻌﻠﻢ</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﻤﺪ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Prophet Muhammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﺤﻠぺ</td>
<td>Peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﷲ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Name of Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻋﺎﻟﻤﻨﺎﷲ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Name of Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﺤﻘـ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Truth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The poem starts with Arabic, and then it shifts to Amharic. The first three verses are Arabic. It is a very popular phrasing of praising Prophet Muhammed. It is called Solowat Ale Nebi. It is honouring and praying peace and blessing for the Prophet. The fourth verse mixes both Amharic and Arabic. It begins with the name of Allah ‘Bismillahi’ (which means by the name of Allah). Then comes ‘kitab’ (which means book). These phrases, for example, have equivalent translation in Amharic but they are never translated.

After the first three Arabic verses, the poem shifts the code from Arabic to mixing Amharic and Arabic. Then, it continues to mix the two codes or shifts between Amharic and Arabic. This is typical of the manzuma poems.

**In-group code of Wollo Amharic:** The in-group code of ASMCW is a typical feature of Wollo Menzuma. The code contains loan words of Arabic and Oromifa. It also has the local variety of Wollo dialect. It contains words, phrases and sentences that reflect the communication behaviour of the speech group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amharic</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﷲ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﻌﻠﻢ</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﻤﺪ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Prophet Muhammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﺤﻠぺ</td>
<td>Peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﷲ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Name of Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻋﺎﻟﻤﻨﺎﷲ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Name of Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺍﻟﺤﻘـ ﺍﻟﻠﻪ</td>
<td>Truth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Shekh Husen: Shekh Husein has his own chorus. Some of the most common Ramsa he uses include:

- እንዴነሁ እንዴነሁ እንዴነሁ
- ከላይ ገንዳው ዘማች
- የሚያምረው ሙለመድ

Unanimous: In live Duaes (prayers), there are many different choruses. The first of the following Ramsa is very common among females and the last two are very common among male choir in Wollo.

- ምርጂ ምርጂ ምርጂ ምርጂ ምርጂ ምርጂ ምርጂ ምርጂ ምርጂ ምርጂ ምርጂ ምርጂ ምርጂ ምርጂ
- የሆበ ሰላማለይኩም
- የሀበ ሰላማለይኩም
- የበ ሰላማለይኩም

Rhyme and Rhythm

Rhythm is the beat, the patterned and recurring alternations of contrasting elements of sounds or speeches in music. This refers to the kind of pattern formed by a series of notes differing in duration and stress. Menzuma has its own musical beat known as ‘engurguro’, ‘dibe’, engero and so on.

Rhysem, rime or verse refers to the identity in sounds of some part especially the end of words or lines of verse. In Menzuma verse, there is a regular recurrence of sounds. This is of three types.

All Last verses have the same rime till the chorus

Shekh Husen: Shekh Husein has his own chorus. Some of the most common Ramsa he uses include:

- እንዴነሁ እንዴነሁ እንዴነሁ
- የሚያምረው ሙለመድ

Melodic: Menzuma is musical with a distinctive rhythm, rhyme and Musical instruments of its own. The musical feature of Menzuma is unique and do not resemble any other non-spiritual songs. It has its own different style of music and beat.

Chorus: Many of the Menzumas have chorus which is called Ramsa in Wollo. The utterances produced simultaneously by a group are different according to the style of each choir or vocalist.

For Example: Jano: Jano has her own Ramsa. She uses the following chorus.

- መርቅየ መርቅየ ወራማለይኩም
- የኔ መውደድ
- ቁቱ ጀነት ፊቱ ራህመት
- የሀበ ዝላማለይኩም

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The In-group code</th>
<th>The Amharic Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ራ</td>
<td>ምርጂ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዝብ</td>
<td>እንዴነሁ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ከ</td>
<td>እንዴነሁ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ከለ</td>
<td>እንዴነሁ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Wollo dialect expressions.
Every two or three verses have the same rime with the chorus or otherwise

Instruments

The only common musical instrument used in Menzuma is the drum. It is often accompanied with clapping. This is typical of the hottest chorus (Ramsa). Not all Menzumas accompany drum and clapping. For the kinds of manzuma that need ‘dibe’, drum and clapping is common. However, many menzuma with chorus or otherwise do not accompany any instruments.

Poetry

Menzuma is organized in poetic form rather than prose or narration. Poetry is a literature in metrical form. Amharic Menzuma as an end. Some of the functions of Menzuma for the Wollo Muslim Community include the following.

The Functions of Manzuma

Among the significant Menzuma performers are Shekh Husen Jibril, The Arsi Emebet (Yejuye), The Mersa Aba Getye, The Guna Nigus (Yejuye), The Dessie’s Tengego shekh and the recent Shekh Muhamed Awol. These people are known even outside of Wollo.

Menzuma is an Arabic term which means to appreciate and admire (Ibid). Menzuma got great acceptance among the Shekhs, the followers and even the non-Muslim people of Wollo.

The Wollo Muslims are known by their Menzumas. Menzuma has its own respectful honor given by the people. Muslims of other areas also have attraction and appreciation for the Menzumas of Wollo.

Since Menzuma is recited by a very calm, sweat and beautiful tone beat and rhymes to Appreciate Allah, Prophet Muahmmed, and teaches Islam by ordering good and forbidding from bad deeds, it has the power to take away hearts and bring intensive feeling.

In Wollo, it is very common to put grass, incenses, chat and other traditional elements when Menzuma is listened or song. The psychological state becomes hot by the spiritual chant of Menzuma in Mejilises. Mejil is a place where people gather for spiritual purpose like prayer, solat, Dua, preaching and other forms of worship.

Women also perform Menzuma

Women also perform manzuma. They recite Salawat upon our beloved Prophet peace be upon him. Among the very common solowat they recite include ‘Yaa Nabi Salaam ‘alayka Yaa Rasul Salaam ‘alayyak Ya Habib Salaam ‘alayka Salawaatu’llah ‘alayka.’ This means salutations on you, O Prophet Salutations on you, O Messenger Salutations on you, O Beloved Blessings of Allah be upon you. A very common Menzuma is chanting in a melodious recitation of Mawlid, praising the Prophet (Peace be upon him), and sending Salaams on him.

Menzuma serves different purpose. It serves both as a means and as an end. Some of the functions of Menzuma for the Wollo Muslim Community include the following.

Menzuma as a social practice sustain reality

The reality manzuma sustains is the tradition and culture of Wollo Muslim community who use it as a major social practice in their day to day activities. It helps them hold on to their cultural values and brings about spiritual fulfilment in just performing it.

In wollo, there are many respected shekhs who are said to be four-eyed who can see the past and the future, among them are Shekh Husen Jibril, Shekh Muhamed Awol, and so on. These great scholars are known by their Menzumas. They used manzuma as a means of sustaining their tradition.

Menzuma is used as a good mechanism to sustain the tradition of Wollo Muslims. This includes their values (mostly Islamic but there are cultural values as well), language and norms. Menzuma is one of the techniques that document, record and sustain the tradition of the Muslim Wollo community just like the other non-religious songs.
Menzuma is one of the most common oral traditions in Wollo. Many of the elderly people are knowledgeable with leading manzuma sessions as they hold on to the sayings of their culture.

**Artistic value**

Menzuma is an art. It is an art of its own kind. It praises and honours Allah and the Prophet in a very beautiful and artistic way. It is a great skill and performance. It is quite an art with its unique way.

**Moral value**

Menzuma plays a great moral value. It is the major purpose of Menzuma to order good and forbid from evil. It is the major purpose of Menzuma to disseminate moral values. Many of the olden Menzumas that are common on live manzuma sessions are directed towards general moral values.

**Historical value**

Menzuma relates history. It is one of the functions of manzuma to narrate historical happenings. Menzuma is also used to narrate significant incidents. For example, Shekh Husein Jibril’s narrative poetry relates what happens to the Wollo Ulemas and the famine in Wollo. Menzuma recorded many historical events such as About Christianizing the Muslim of Wollo, About Famine of wollo, About ‘Sefera’ Displacement/Resettlement of Wollo and many others. In this regard, Shekh Husein Jibril was a great person who is known by his amazing sayings. He relates those sayings that many quote him for generations during chat sessions by Menzumas.

**Affecting the spirit/casting out devil**

Menzuma is used to cast out devil from people who are believed to have been sick by the foot step of devil. This usually accompanies chat and other cultural elements like incense, grass, chat and so on. Ramsa (chorus) is the hottest that many get cured. Not all Muslims use Menzuma particularly for this purpose. However, there are a significant number of the Wollo Muslim and Christian community who actually use Menzuma for this purpose. It usually takes place in Dorihis or Mejlises.

**Mewlid**

This is to appreciate Prophet Muhammad. The birth day of Prophet Muahmmed is celebrated as a holiday in Ethiopia. People prepare food and drink to celebrate the birthday of the prophet. Manzuma is one significant element that decorates Mewlid. Menzuma is inevitable in Mewlid.

**Wodaja**

In Wollo Wodaja is a group prayer to ask God to help them relieve sickness, give them wealth, peace, honour, and so on. It is a must to have chat in Wodaja. Often times the manzuma is performed by the Ababar (leader) of the Wodaja. The rest of the members say the chorus which is called Ramsa. Menzuma is inevitable in Wollo Wodaja.

**Ibadah/worship**

Menzuma is assumed to be Ibadah (Worship) on its own right. Those who listen to manzuma and those who perform it consider themselves as worshipping God by mere performing it. Such menzumas include:

- Solowat Ale Nebi: saying solowat is worshiping
- Tewhid: studying the oneness of Allah is worshiping
- Sira of the Prophet: studying the story of the prophet is Worshiping

**Medium of Teaching or Learning Islam**

Menzuma is one major local medium of teaching Islam. Menzuma serves the purpose of teaching Islam and learning it. It is a good instrument of educating the religion. While the people are entertaining themselves with it, they take the moral as well. The different themes that almost accompany all kinds of spiritual and non-spiritual good deeds are advised to be followed and the bad deeds are forbidden and advised to be abandoned through Menzuma.

**Neshata/Mood/Preoccupation**

Menzuma brings concentration. The concentration is so high that the attention of the people is captured. Chat itself is chewed for concentration to worship Allah by Wollo Muslims. They justify chat for its power to bring about total immersion of attention to the worship of Allah. Menzuma also serves the same purpose. It draws the attention to their God as it praises and honours him. Many also use Menzuma while chewing chat alone for concentration, having secret prayer to God, crying and having a closer relationship with God. The Menzuma will be in cassette or CD or some experienced chewers would say it themselves for themselves with a servant/maid/kadami or alone.

**Chat accompanying (even for the non-Muslims)**

Menzuma accompanies chat. When people gather to do group prayer or even a casual talk session with chat, often times Menzuma will be there. The non-Muslims will have a cassette playing it for them. But the Muslims will have the Abegar (leader) who will lead the Menzuma and the rest will say the chorus that is known as Ramsa. Many chat sessions are hardly performed without Menzuma. It is a significant element just like the chat itself. This is true especially of group prayer with chat.

**Expression of love (of especially Allah and Rasul)**

Menzuma serves as a major mechanism of expression of love for Allah and Prophet Muhammed. Beside writing, preaching and thinking about Allah and the Prophet, many Wollo great Shekhs perform manzuma to express their love and appreciation. It served its function best with this regard [6].

The love that the Muslim believers have for Prophet Muhammed is expressed to be a killer that makes many sick and lose their minds. Menzuma did play a significant role in showing the love of the believers for their dearly loved messenger.

**Entertainment**

Menzuma is performed for entertainment. There is no such thing as music or any kind of non-spiritual song allowed in Islam. As a replacement for these, people use Menzuma to recreate and please themselves, sing together or listen to it. Manzuma in wollo is the Amharic version of Neshida (religious Music). Because it is musical, people like to move, stand up and make some kind of dance like movement.

**Menzuma as an expression of identity**

Menzuma is a good means of expression of identity. The Wollo Muslims express their identity through Menzuma. Many Woloye (irrespective of their religion Islam or Christianity) consider...
Menazuma as their cultural element and would like to identify it as part of their culture. They say that it is theirs and some kind of owning or belongingness is attached to it when they hear it. It is like the Muslims’ way of Wollo song. Three informants are quoted.

I am orthodox christian, but loved mezuma has great moral value in it. It touches the soul. i even felt it is in my blood. We need more mazumas, to vitalise our minds… it helped me a lot…

I am a Christian born and raised in Wollo amongst my Muslim brothers and sisters. Every time I hear this it gets to me just like Mezmur does to me. I Love Ethiopia. Where else in the world can you experience this…. nowhere?

O My God. One day, I listened to Mohamed Awel chanted this nashida while I was in my muslim friend’s house. I was attracted. Then afterwards, I never stopped listening to it. I always listen to manzuma especially when I chew chat with my friends or alone. I almost never have chat session without it. Ethiopia is the icon in the world that stands for religion tolerance and co-existence. The world should learn from them. No wonder that prophet called the land a place where no one is prosecuted.

Sentimental value/affecting soul or feeling

Sentiment is feeling or affection. It brings about spiritual fulfillment. It is the complex combination of feeling and opinion as a basis for action or judgment. It is a general emotionalized attitude influenced by more of emotion than reason.

Manzuma plays sentimental function for Wollo Muslims. There is this inexpressible and unjustifiable internal feeling that makes them happy that is related to their emotion when manzuma is recited. Menzuma makes many cry, touched, affected and create intense feeling [7,8].

Menzuma as an expression of Power

Menzuma empowers people. It gives honorific titles for those who are the vocalists. Only those who are able to acquaint themselves with the knowledge of Menzuma get the position of Abegarness (leadership) in chat sessions. Abegar is the leader of the chat dua session. He or she becomes the vocalist.

Conclusion

Menzuma is a genre of a kind that resembles no other but itself. It is unique and has its own attributes. The marking features of Menzuma make it different and become a genre on its own right. The features of Menzuma are briefly explained in the first section of this paper.

Menzuma serves different functions for the Muslim community of Wollo. It is a social practice. It is one of the major social practices that sustain the reality of the speech community. It plays significant roles and values for Wollo community.
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